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Geographic overlaps between the 
O‘ahu and Maui Nui stocks are driven 
by a small subset of individuals from 

O‘ahu that occasionally move 
between island areas. 

These movements cross current stock 
boundaries, but social connections 

between stocks are limited.

Above: Satellite-tag tracklines from six common bottlenose dolphins, showing 
the extensive range of some individuals from the O‘ahu population, as compared 
to members of the Maui Nui (encompassing the islands of Maui, Lāna‘i, 
Kaho‘olawe, and Moloka‘i) population, which crosses current stock boundaries 
(black dashed line). The existence of separate stocks is supported by both genetic 
and photo-ID data (Baird et al., 2009; Martien et al., 2011), and there is evidence 
that the Maui Nui stock is currently in decline (Van Cise et al., 2021). Red 
indicates the single tagged individual only known to spend time off O‘ahu, blue 
indicates individuals only known to spend time off Maui Nui (n=2), and yellow 
indicates those known to use both areas (n=3). 

Stock Structure, Residency, and Inter-Island Movements of Common Bottlenose Dolphins 
between O‘ahu and Maui Nui 

Above: Social network of O‘ahu and Maui Nui bottlenose dolphins based 
on photo-identification data from 1996-2018, showing that individuals 
who use both island areas (n=17) cluster more closely within the O‘ahu
population than the Maui Nui population. Tagged individuals (n=6; see 
map at left) are indicated by square nodes. 

Above: Example of photo-ID documented inter-island area movements for 
individual HITt0775. From left to right, sightings were off O‘ahu (2012), O‘ahu
(2014), and Lāna‘i (2020). 

Island Area O‘ahu Maui Nui

O‘ahu 1.07 0.28

Maui Nui - 2.33

Below: Within-area re-sighting and interchange indices for the 
O‘ahu and Maui Nui island areas (see Harnish et al., 2022 for 
details of calculations). The interchange index between island 
areas is an order of magnitude below both within-area re-sighting 
indices. This indicates that movement between island areas does 
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